Manager/Supervisor Trainings

Learning opportunities are available to support managers and supervisors in the implementation of the TTC Project!

Online Manager Training

Provides TTC Project overview and detailed information specific to managers

- 6 online modules
- Self-paced
- Links to additional resources

View course description and register at: https://go.wisc.edu/036s1x

Manager Conversation Practice

Prepare managers for employee conversations by practicing active listening, sharing TTC information and leading change

- 90-minute in-person or webinar session
- Interactive using individual reflection, partner practice and group discussions

View course description and register at: https://go.wisc.edu/650ns0

What Participants Have Said

“There are a lot of details to know and the training provided a helpful review of what supervisors will need to do.”

“Very good reminders on the skills needed for useful conversations in times of change.”

“I had no understanding of the process. Now I feel comfortable with the why and how.”

“It was helpful to interact with other attendees and listen to their issues too.”